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Extract:
The national conference Communicating Cultures was organised by Museums Australia and was held from
21-24 November 1995 in Brisbane.
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one had considered their dietary needs? What does this communicate about museums
communicating cultures? A revealing parallel is provided by the international conference on
Malay Studies orgnanised by the Beijing Foreign Studies University in June 1996. The
participants from Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei were highly impressed by their Chinese hosts'
efforts to cater for their Muslim dietary requirements.
The Australian conference Communicaiing Cultures also raised an interesting question of how
much does it cost tqcomrnunicate cultures? No papers were handed out but one could purchase
audio cassettes (another form of artefact to add to one's collection). An individual tape cost $10
and the complete set was $180. The theme of culture as money was also evident in the paper
presented by Prof. David Dolan, Director of the Centre for Cultural Heritage Studies, Curtin
University. He spoke on AusHeritage, a national business network, which will provide "cultural
heritage services" overseas, particularly in Asia. There are no ideologically free museums, and
yet, it is assumed AusHeritage business services will be.
One of the keynote speakers at the Australian conference was Dr Amareswar Galla from the
University of Canberra and Co-ordinator of the Cross-Cultural Working Group, International
Council of Museums. The theme was 'Museums, Technologies and Indigenous Cultures' and he
focused on the opportunities offered by new technologies. He related an Indian adage in which
opporlnities are like buses in remote areas-if you miss this one, you never know when the
next one is going to come along. He raised issues of equity of access and cultural control. It may
be useful to remember in the rush to get on the bus to double check the destination.
Another bus story comes from an international congress held in Malaysia from 6-7 September
1996. The theme of the congress was 'East Asia Museum Networking'. The organiser, the Sultan
Alam Shah Museum, was so concerned about the delegates' welfare that a bus was provided to
ferry them to and from the museum. I t takes two minutes to walk to the museum from the hotel
but it involves crossing a busy road. There always seemed to be a museum bus ready at our
footsteps, even if we weren't mnning according to schedule. Incidentally, the schedule was
.leisurely enough to provide time for communicating, networking and shopping.
The overseas delegates to the Malaysian congress were from Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei,
Thailand, Korea, Japan, China and Australia. The congress was an instructive lesson on the
etiquette of international relations. The flags of the delegates' nations were prominently
displayed during the opening ceremony. We were well fed throughout the two days and the
meals were held in the outdoors section of the museum (a different concept of space). There
were congress dinners (which were free) on both evenings. Gifts were presented to the delegates
after their paper presentations and also during the final dinner, which was attended by the
Minister of Culture, Arts and Tourism (the 'real thing'). No detail was overlookeddelegates
were even given a refund to cover airport tax. What does such an approach communicate about
cultures? Hospitality and generosity of spirit are both 'intangible cultural heritage' and 'national
treasures'. Perhaps, Asia can offer its "cultural heritage services" to Australia.
The international 'community' of museums has been rethinking the museum for over thirty
years. Museums Australia describes itself as "the peak body for the museum industry." It may
have mastered the meaning of 'industry' but it has yet to creatively explore 'communication' or
'culture'. Communicating Cultures missed the bus in 1995. In 1996 Museums Australia will
present its national conference Power and Empowerment-Prqaring for the New Millennium. I
doubt I'll be at the bus stop. Sandwiches, the millennium and museums are a distressing
mixture.
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